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w 1. The editors of the Indo-Iranian Journal have rendered an important 
service to Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit studies by reprinting, as Indo-Iranian 
Reprints, V (1960), E. Obermiller's edition of this text, which originally 
appeared as Vol. 29 of Bibliotheca Buddhica (Leningrad, 1937). Copies 
of this work are so hard to find that the reprint had to be made from a 
microfilm. It is noted with regret that this made the reproduction "not  
come out as clearly as in the preceding volumes of this series". This 
seems rather an understatement. Many letters can hardly be interpreted 
at all, at least in the copy sent to this writer. Subscript and superscript 
signs, particularly the signs for u and .r under consonants, are often miss- 
ing altogether, and not a few consonant g i g ~ a r e  practically illegible. 
The "Sanskrit-Tibetan-English" Index, by Edward Conze, is helpful. 
But unfortunately it is far from complete; and also it appears to be much 
less than accurate in quoting the actual forms found in the text. To cite 
a single instance, the Index quotes sprda(ya)ti (Skt. sp.rdati), without 
indication that any hybrid form occurs. Yet twice at least, in 1.10d 
spudati, and in 7.1d spudetu, O.'s text seems to have spud-, with MIndic 
u for r (as in Pali phusati). This is a very important form; it belongs in 
w 3.92 of my BHS Grammar. In various other occurrences of the same 
verb the reprint shows spat- (e.g. 3.6b), but since Conze's Index recog- 
nizes only sprd-, and since it is certain that someu and .r-vowel signs were 
lost in the reproduction, we cannot know whether the true reading for 
what appears as spa- was spr-, spu-, or spa- (the latter being also a con- 
ceivable MIndic reflex of spr-). This is not the only case in which the 
Index fails to reproduce the text accurately; see e.g. on nidi.st.a and 
dudhar.su (below, w I0). 

w 2. Conze also quotes many readings from an old Calcutta ms., 
called C. Some of these, considered "clear and unmistabakle corrections 
of O.'s text", are cited on pp. 127-8 of the reprint. Many others are 
listed in an article in LLJ., IV (1960), pp. 3%58. It would have been 
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more convenient for users of the text if the C readings recorded at least 
in the two separate lists on pp. 39-41 and 41-56 of this article had been 
incorporated in a single list with that on pp. 127-8 of the text-reprint, 
which (as Conze clearly indicates) by no means exhausts the superior 
readings found in C; and conversely, some variants of C on pp. 127-8 
are not the "clear and unmistakable corrections of O.'s text" which he 
considers them, but on the contrary corruptions. Conze forces a serious 
student of the text to look in at least three different lists in two different 
publications in order to approach a sound critical edition of the text. 

w 3. Having taken this trouble, I must say I found it rewarding. The 
Rgs. (Conze's abbreviation) is a very interesting and important contribu- 
tion to BHS, which I wish I had been able to use in my Grammar and 
Dictionary. Its chief value, to be sure, lies in confirmations of my results. 
It contains not many words, and very few grammatical forms, which I 
failed to find in the works I used. Still, there are some of both categories; 
i shall list below, w167 14 ff., the most interesting and important. And some 
of the forms for which my documentation was scanty find welcome rein- 
forcement here. 

w 4. Perhaps the text's most important general contribution is its very 
striking confirmation of my analysis of BHS meter and its relation to 
phonology and orthography ("Meter, Phonology, and Orthography in 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit", J.A.O.S., 66 (1946), pp. 197-206; abbreviated 
"Meter"). Some persons, intelligent but inexperienced in this field, have, 
I know, found it hard to believe my statements about the seemingly 
arbitrary way in which BHS versifiers substitute short syllables for long 
andviceversa, tofit the meter. If  they read this text, it should convince them. 

w 5. All of the 301 stanzas of Rgs. are in what Obermiller called 
"irregular" vasantatilak~ meter. They would be very irregular if they 
were written in standard Skt., but one who understands BHS meter 
(which of course could not be expected of Obermiller in 1937) will not 
find them irregular. Only a few - relatively very few (see w 30) - emenda- 
tions are needed in the text as printed to make the meter perfect, as BHS  

meter. The ms. C, by the way, often provides the needed "emendations"; 
others are immediately suggested by the habits of this text, as printed, 
and/or of other BHS metrical texts, in situations precisely parallel to 
those which call for emendation. 

w 6. Obermiller himself notes the "constant substitution of long 
vowels for short ones and the reverse metri causa". Indeed, there is 
surely not a single stanza, hardly even a pdda or quarter-stanza, which 
does not illustrate this fact. 

dirkj
Highlight
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w 7. But that is by no means all. Single consonants may be doubled, 
and double ones simplified, for the same reason. Of the first, dagad-di~i 
12.1c "in the ten directions", is an example found very often elsewhere 
("Meter", w167 25, 62). In the next verse, 12.2a, O.'s text has da~adigi, but 
ms. C da~addi~i, as required by meter, and this is rightly adopted in 
Conze's Index. 

w 8. As to the simplification of double consonants, O. barely called 
attention to it, on p. 10 note 2, where he noted that in 1.9d anupdda- is 
"metri causa for anutpdda-". He did not think of - tp-  as a "double 
consonant", because in his day it was not yet known that the language 
of BHS verses cannot be understood except as based on a Mlndic dialect, 
only partially and imperfectly Sanskritized (and much more Sanskritic 
in writing than in actual pronunciation). Most strikingly, at the begin- 
ning of any word, only a single consonant could be pronounced, and hence 
a short vowel at the end of a word preceding a Skt. initial consonant 
cluster constitutes a short syllable; if a long is required, the syllable must 
be lengthened m.c. ("Meter", w167 15, 39-47). This is not infrequently 
recognized in the orthography, as in ti- = tri- Rgs. 6.5c; khipitva (k.si-) 
7.6d; dipa (so ms. C, text dvfpa) 15.4c; tamba (ms. C; O stamba) 19.3a; 
gatjt.hi (gra ~ 22.5d. Much more commonly, the orthography is sanskritized 
as regards the consonantal initial, but the treatment of a preceding vowel 
proves the metrical values. In a posterior member of a compound, this 
simplification is optional or variant; but noun compounds most commonly 
follow the practice of independent words. 

w 9. Now, Obermiller was right in recognizing anupdda as metri causa, 
for the word which in Skt. would be an,utpdda; but it is really the MIndic 
(cf. Pali uppdda) assimilated consonant that was simplified. It is the 
opposite, or converse, of dagad-digi, above, for da~a-di~i. More than a 
dozen times the noun updda, its cpds., and the verb upddayati, are so 
written as meter demands, in Rgs.; 1.9d; 10d; 24b; 25a; 26c (anupdd'- 
upddu, "non-production and production"); 27b (printed sarve.su pddu, 
understand sarve.s'upddu); 2.12c; 5.2c; 6.3a (read eitt'upddo); 19.8d; 
20.1 b; 22.8b; 30. l c. In all these, even the writing accords with the meter, 
showing -p- for -tp- (really, -pp-). When, therefore, we find in l l.7b a 
writing utp6dayi.syanti, but meter requires a short first syllable, who will 
doubt that the Index is right in bracketing the t? The true form, as Conze 
saw, began updda ~ In 28.7a, text -samutpddu, without v.l., not recorded 
in Index, meter requires samup ~ by emendation. Unfortunately Conze's 
Index makes false (unmetrical) emendations of 1.23b pratiupanna to 
pratiutpanna, and of 6.3 eittupdda (text eittap ~ to eittutpdda. 
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w 10. There is a plenty of other cases of noun and verb cpds. in which 

the orthography accords with meter in simplifying a (MIndic) double 

consonant (-- a Skt. consonant cluster). Regrettably Conze does not 

always show the perceptivity which he did in most of the updd- group 

of  words. In 12.8d, 9c, and 22.2b, O.'s text has nidi.st.a, metrically correct, 

for (Pali nidd-,) Skt. nird ~ In the two last cases, ms. C has the false and 

unmetrical Sktization nirdi.st.a, which Conze adopts, pp. 46, 50 of I.I.J., 

and Index; his Index does not even record nidi.st.a. Again, in 20.2b and 
27.3b, O.'s text dudhar.su; ms. C, unmetrically, sanskritizes to durdhar.su, 

which is the only form of the word in Conze's lndex. Other cases will 

be found below. 
w 11. There are actually a few hybrid forms which, orthographically, 

have sanskfitized one part of a word but left another part MIndic, and 

where meter is not even involved. So the gerund of labh appears as 

labdhd 29.7b, and labdhdna 20.15b, 16b, and 29.8b. This enables roe to 

correct my treatment of the form labdhd in Gr. w 35.52. This form occurs 

seven times in the Mah~vastu, where Senart always emended to labdhvd. 

But, as I now see, Senart was wrong. It (and now labdhdna) must be 

taken as (orthographically) semi- sanskritized representatives of the Pali 

laddhd(na) ; see Geiger, 209. Doubtless the real (original) pronunciation 

was precisely as in Pall; but since meter is not involved, we cannot with 

assurance change the orthography; to do that would be over-bold; who 

can know at what point in BHS tradition any particular sanskritization 

may have been introduced? 
w 12. The quantitative scheme of each line of Rgs. is . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . .  •  This is just as in the Skt. vasantatilakg, except that for 

the initial long syllable two shorts may be, and very commonly are, sub- 
stituted. But, somewhat curiously, no other long syllable is ever replaced 

by two shorts. It is also surprising that the replacement of two shorts 

by a long hardly occurs with certainty. 1 (See "Meter", w167 10, 36). 

1 The most probable occurrence is 1.17a mahasattva so'tha kenocyati karavena, where, 
unless there is some far-reaching and obscure corruption, the syllable ke-takes the place 
of two shorts. The others do not prove a long for two shorts. In 19.8c, text durabhik.si, 
which has epenthetic a (Gr., w 3.101) for (C) durbhiks.a, in which, if it were accepted, 
dur would be a long for two shorts. In 21.3d and 4d, paryutthita, par(y)- might stand 
for two shorts, but almost certainly was originally pariyu ~ (cf. Pali pariyut.thita). In 
23.4c, text ere hi, better with C etarhi, where -tar- might represent two shorts; but the 
true reading is almost certainly etarahi, as in other BHS (Dict., s.v.). Finally, in 3.1a, 
text ya imam grah(syati paryapunati sa (better ca with C) nityam, the long syllable par- 
should be a single short, not two. This is a more deep-rooted corruption, which can be 
corrected only speculatively. Possibly the original had gratffs.i (Gr., ~ 32.63, 71) 
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w 13. It should also be added that any p~da may end in a vowel 
which is either long or short (as in Skt. ; "Meter",  w 48), but that, never- 
theless, the final vowel of a pgda, if naturally short, is rather often 
lengthened, tho by no means always. E.g. 3d person presents, 1.25a 
upddaydff ; 10.5c bhonff; 15.5a sam. nahant?; 19.2 c anupr~pun, dtf, etc. But 
much more often such vowels are left short at the end of a p~da (e.g. 
bhonti 17.2c). I have noted the same phenomenon in the verses of some 
other BHS texts, and am doubtful about its significance. There seem to 
be too many cases of p~da-final lengthened vowels to be ignored or 
emended; but also far too many vowels left short in that position. 

ADDITIONS TO EDGERTON'S BHS GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY 

w 14. Coming to forms that should be added to my BHS Grammar and 
Dictionary (I shall abbreviate "Gr ."  and "Dict."), one was noted in 
Obermiller's Introduction: raha for MIndic (Pali) araha(nt). It occurs 
in Pali in noun compounds after i, only for the adjective araha, q.v. in 
CPD. Similar forms are recorded in Gr., w167 4.1-11. All such forms seem 
to have started as cases of loss of initial a (and other vowels) by MIndic 
sam. dhi after final vowels. But, as my Gr. shows (I.e.), the aphetic forms 
came to be used also after anusv~ra, rarely after other consonants, and 
sometimes after pause (at the beginning of a line of verse). They most 
commonly concern "light words" (pi for api, etc. ; many cases in Rgs.). 
In Rgs., raha occurs after a preceding final a 31.2a; 31.5b; after i, 30.12c; 
after g, 23.2c; after u, 18.4b (ms. C); after anusv~ra, 30.9c (ms. C); 
initial in line, 21.5b; 29.9b, 10c. Similar is ran.ya for ara.nya, recorded 
(after i) in Gr., w 4.11; also now in Rgs. 21.4b (initial in fine) and 7c 
(after i). 

w 15. Obermiller, p. 4, refers to the dvandva raha-pratyaya in which 
pratyaya = pratyekabuddha. My Dict. records this (chiefly as epithet 
of buddha or jina), and the Dict. gives (from texts) an explanation of the 
(at first sight strange-seeming) form. However, the form (raha-)pratya- 
ydna, "vehicle(s) of arhats and pratyekabuddhas", Rgs. 21.5b; 29.9b, 
10c, has not been met with before. It is evidently a haplological form, 
for pratyaya-ydna. In 31.2a pratyaydna alone is probably the same 
haplological form (rather than gen. pl. of  pratyaya); it is followed by 
raha-bodhi; both words depend on sprhd (possibly in one long cpd. ; or as 

pariy6punati (as in Pali, for Skt. pary~p-). A copyist may have first sanskritized -rO~- 
to -ry-, and then made a future out of the rare aorist grahf,si. 
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stem-forms used as oblique cases, here gen. or loc.; Gr., w167 8.3 ft., 10.2). 
w 16. Endingless stem-forms used as oblique cases, especially in 

a-stems (Gr., w167 8.3-I1), are frequent. A particularly clear case of a 
locative (Gr., w 8.11) is vijgdna 2.1c; the parallel nouns are all locs.; 
note rf~pasmi, vedandyd.m, cetandydm., dharmatdyd.m. Also of /-stems 
(Gr., w167 10.2, 65-68): 2.2d pratyekabhftmi, loc. (parallel to arahanta- 
bh~mau, buddhabhfcmau). 

w 17. In 1.2d tasydnubhdvadriyasd (so Index) we apparently have an 
extension of ~r~- in stem-final -as-, unrecorded previously. The stems 
gr~ and str~ show other curious extensions in BHS (Gr., w167 10.4-6). The 
masc. stem driya- reminds us that in BHS, as in Pali, a-stems show an 
instr, sg. in -asd (Gr., w 8.41) not rarely. The form driyasd may be ana- 
logical to tejasd specifically; tejas is often closely associated with drL 

w 18. Twice, in 1.2c and 5.7a, occurs a stem printed, and recorded 
in the Index, as Nopatapta, and identified correctly with the lake Anava- 
tapta (BHS, see Dict.), Pali Anotatta or Anavat ~ The word in Rgs. 
should be spelled Anopatapta; it occurs both times after a final -a; loss 
of one of the two a's is normal BHS sam. dhi. This form is however new. 
It is evidently a modification of the regular BHS and Pali form, doubtless 
analogically influenced by Pali and BHS anopa, variant of Skt. (also 
BHS) and Pall an~pa, "marsh". 

w 19. In 4.4c parighetu-kdmo "wanting to acquire" (so Tib.) contains 
a previously unknown Prakritic infinitive, -ghetum., to be connected with 
M~har~.s.tri ghe-~n.a, cf. AMg. -ghettO.ha; Pischel, 586. Add to "Miscel- 
laneous forms" of root grah- (4), Gr., p. 211a. 

w 20. In 12.6c nidrya is an extraordinary gerund form, to ni-~ri-, 
heretofore unrecorded, and for which I know no exact parallel. It can 
scarcely have existed in the original Mlndic language, in precisely this 
form ("Meter" , w 14). Yet the meter requires just two syllables (-~). 
The ms. C reads here nidritya, an obvious secondary sanskritization which 
spoils the meter. But in the next verse, 7a, where O.'s text reads nidrita, 
ms. C has the same nidrya; other changes in the line make both readings me- 
trically correct, but it can hardly be doubted that nidrya, - ~, is to be read 
in both vss 6 and 7, whatever the original pronunciation may have been. 
The closest parallel I know is the gerund padya, Gr., w 35.16, and I would 
add nidrya to that section. What I called the "telescoping" (haplology) 
in padya (ger. to padya-ti) may be said to occur here too, if we start with 
the present nidraya-ti; but nidreti is also BHS, and may perhaps better 
be taken as the base for nidrya. The (perhaps seemingly obvious) emenda- 
tion ni~riya is metrically impossible; nidritya is even worse. 
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w 21. Vibhdvand 1.7b "abolition, or deprivation", and vibhdva(ya)ti 
7.3b "abolishes, does away" (~ "depriving oneself"); Dict. has 
only ppp. vibhdvita. Both noun and verb occur also in Suvikr~ntavikr~mi- 
pariprcchfi (ed. R. Hikata, 1958), 73.1 and 88.13ff. respectively. 

w 22. gacchati sam. khya loke 7.3c, "becomes talked about, is spoken 
o f" ;  so Pall sam. kham. gacchati; add sam. khyd in this use, Dict., 547a. 

w cf~.di(-baddhd) 4.1c ---- cf~.dikd-ba ~ Dict.; no cft.di recorded. 
Similarly, vail 27.2a, "sand" ---- BHS and Pali valikd (Skt. vdlukd); no 
vdli recorded. Meter correct in text both times. Must we assume these 
two forms as primary words, underlying the two familiar suffixal kd- 
formations? The only apparent alternative would be that the syllable 
kd was dropped (m.c.? cf. Gr., w 3.118), which seems to me less likely. 

w vyusthito (Index vyu.st.hito) 1.11c; the regular Skt. vyutthito 
would be as good metrically. False hyper-sanskritism? 

w 25. In 8.3c the first word looks likejdniva, which I cannot interpret 
(not even by reading ca or tra for va). Read jati (lot., Gr., w 10.68?) 
(i)va? - In 3d akd~a, misprint for d ~ 

w 26. kaip~.syati 7.6c; no v.1.; unrecorded. Perhaps a mere error or 
misprint for k.sipi.s~ otherwise, analogous to some future in -~.sya- (Gr., 
w167 31.3ff.). 

w 27. chinaff 32.1b; interesting as the first present form of this stem 
discovered; add to Gr., w 28.12, and delete * from china-ti; Gr., p. 212b, 
s.v. chid- (2). 

w 28. anukarsin 21.4c, "exalting", in dtrndnukar.si para-pam, sayi. No 
derivative of anu-k.r.s has been noted anywhere in this meaning; add in 
Dict. (also add pam. sayin). 

w 29. A few other forms, including some not strictly new in principle 
but not individually recorded in Gr. or Dict., may be grouped together. 
The list might be extended: sanaddha, m.c. for sam. na ~ (Gr., w 2.89), 1.18c 
and 15.5b. - bhaviyd.m, 1 sg. opt., 2.4b, add to Gr., w 29.34. -prdpun. etum. 
2.4c (and spugetu, w 1 above), add to Gr., w 36.8. - otdru (Pali otdra) 3.1d, 
add to avatdra in Dict. - Add to Gr., w 8.25: Nom. sg. i, m.c. for e, in 
sarvi Rgs. 4.2c (with naro), and read or understand in 4.3c sp.rhdnti, i.e. 
sp.rha plus ante for antah "there is an end of desire" (karan..dakasmi.m, 
"for the box"). -paricdrikd "service" 7.5b (read ~ dat.) and 7.6a 
~ add in Dict. - anubudh(i.sy)ati, 7.5d, add to Gr., w 28.30. - kari- 
ydti 13.1b, 3 sg. opt.; Gr., w 29.34 and (siyc~ti) w167 29.40, 41. - sdmudriya, 
"sea-going', fern. ~ and praIuptaka, fern. ~ "wrecked", 14.2a; both 
seem unrecorded previously; add in Dict. - nirydyandya 16.6a, inf. to 
nirydyati ~ nirydti; add Gr., p. 226b s.v. yd (2). - duvi- 22.2d, for dvi-; 
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add Gr., w 19.3. (See below w 40.) - vyoddna, and anopalabdhi.h (m.c.), 
22.7b, add in Dict. s. vv. vyavaddna and anupa ~ -g.rhamdn. u, 22.13c, add 
Gr., p. 211a s.v. grah (4), present. - a~ru "cloud", in 23.1a sftryu viga- 
td~rumaricimdld; not recorded in this meaning (I hesitate to attribute to 
the author the bold and original poetic conceit that clouds are "tears" 
of  the sun!). - 24.6c, read sa.mvardti with C, m.c. for sa.mvarati (Pali id.; 
add in Dict.), "restrains himself" (dyati, "in the future", w 40 below). - 
tdntaka, 27.2c; spellings yantaka, ydntaka, occur sporadically for yattaka, 
ydttaka in my Dict. Perhaps, however, tt should be read for nt in all 
such cases. - manyati "is conceited" (so Pali mah~ati) 31.6b; add in Dict. - 
anapek.saka 31.9b, not in Pall or Skt.; add in Dict. - hiran, a "gold" 
31.10c; Skt. Lex.; here may be m.c. for hiran.ya (Pali hirahga); add in 
Dict. - matsariya (so ms. C) 31.10d = Skt. mdtsarya, Pali macchariya; 
add in Dict. - dadayanti 31.15b, to dadati; add to Gr., w 38.21. - In 
31.13b ydv'(ad) asti sattva tribhave samanvdharitvd, read (or pronounce) 
m.c. samandharitvd (for Pali samannd~ Gr., w 2.89. But in 12.1d, ima 
prajhapdramita mdtra (read mdtu with ms. C and Conze) samanvdharanti, 
there must be a deeper corruption concealed in the last word; to read 
samand ~ would still be metrically overlong by one short syllable. One 
can only conjecture, boldly and at present without confidence. It may 
be that the original had samarcayanti "they honor",  which would fit 
meter and sense. A later copyist might have substituted the very common 
BHS (and Pali) samanvdhar ~ "fix the mind on", for samarc ~ which is 
not recorded in Pall, though known in Sanskrit. 

EMENDATIONS REQUIRED BY METER 

w 30. Before listing individual instances of emendations required by 
meter, it will be convenient to mention together, in groups, several classes 
of such cases which occur frequently. 

Rgs. contains 301 vasantatilak~ stanzas, or 1204 lines of 14-15 syllables 
each (since each line may begin with one long or two shorts). Since the 
last syllable is anceps, there are in each line 13-14 syllables subject to 
strict metrical determination, a total of 15,652 to 16,856 syllables. In 
almost every line there is at least one syllable which is altered in pro- 
nunciation metri causa; in many lines there are several such. By a 
moderate estimate, I believe there must be fully 2000 such individual 
cases of m.c. lengthening or shortening; probably more. The vast major- 
ity present the needed adjustment in the writing. I count here some cases 
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included in w 40 below, where either O. or ms. C has the proper metrical 

orthography, so that no emendation is needed. I also make one other 
reservation. The writing of a consonant cluster at the beginning of a word, 
as in Sanskrit, is not counted here as a case requiring emendation, simply 
because it is a standard, nearly universal convention, tho we have seen 

(w 8 above) that simplification occurs fairly often in accord with the 
pronunciation that is obviously required; no syllable is ever long if it 
contains a short final vowel before a written consonant cluster, except 
by m.c. lengthening. Leaving such cases aside, only 60-70 cases require 
emendation m.c. Of these, some twenty concern future forms (w 38), a 
rather special case where Sanskritizing orthographic convention has pre- 
vailed in a common morphological category. The rest are slight altera- 
tions of  types familiar in mss. and texts of  BHS verses, including those 

of Rgs. itself. I recall only two cases, in the whole work, where i feel 
so deep a corruption has occurred that any correction must, for the 
present, be speculative (see w 12, note 1, end, and w 29, end). 

w 31. We have already mentioned in w 9 the many cases in which the 
verb utpddayati and its noun derivatives have to be pronounced updd ~ 
and we saw that in this case even the written text almost always has 
updd ~ when it fits the meter. The few exceptions where emendation is 

needed were listed there. Another simplification of (Skt.) -tp, to -p- 
occurs in pacupanna (for Pali paccuppanna), metrically required in 16.2b, 

though the text sanskritizes the orthography to pratyutpanna3 
w 32. We saw in w 6 that substitutions of long vowels for short and 

vice versa, m.c., are recorded constantly. I have noted the following few 
exceptions which require emendation. First, final vowels: 1.5a prajhd-, 

read prajga-; and 1.9a samj~d, read sam.jha (both of these are "very com- 
mon, the quantity of the a almost invariably according in writing with 
the meter); sam.jhd for (m.c.) ~ also 1.25a; 6.4b gaik.sa, read ~ 10.9d 
nirv.rti, read ~ 16.4b pai~ca, read pagcd or pagcam, or pa~co, see "Meter" ,  
w167 24-26, 53 ft.; note that o m.c. for final a (co for ca etc., "Meter" ,  
w167 54-57) is quite common in Rgs., tho I believe never recorded in Index; 
20.6bjagati ,  read ~ 20.13d ca, read co or cd. 

w 33. in the middle or beginning of words, the same changes are quite 
familiar, if  less common (cf. Gr., Chapter 3, passim). In the following 

Among other cases involving Skt. ud are three forms from ut-kr.s-, in all of which 
there is support for the metrically correct simplification to -k- (from MIndic -kk-) in 
the text, so that no em. of the consonants is needed: 21.4c dtman" ukars.i; 28.5a ukr~t.a; 
31.6b atmana kar.sayeyd, but C atma utkar.s ~ read atma ukar.s ~ (the O. text surely 
intended dtman' ukar.s~ on atma see Dict. s.v. 
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emendation is needed: 2.2a nityam (before anitya-), read nitydm or 
nityam. ("Meter", 8w 19,50); 11.4d s~trdnta, read (or pronounce) sutanta 
(Pali suttanta, cf. w 39 below); 25.2d nirupalambho, read nir-ftp ~ (contrast 
nir-f~palepa, properly for nir-upa ~ 18.2b and 5b) or nirop ~ (cf. an-opalab- 
dhi.h 22.7b for an-upa~ "free from false fancy", see Dict. s.v. upalambha 
(Index wrongly); 29.6c arftpya-, read drftpya (Index keeps ar ~ referring 
wrongly to 19.6); drftpya is common in BHS (Dict.) and occurs in Rgs. 
29.2b, but may have d as v.rddhi of secondary derivation; 31.1 lb bhavi.s- 
yati, read bhavi.sdti (lengthening of thematic vowel m.c. is frequent here 
and elsewhere in BHS, Gr., w 27. I ; on .s for .sy see w 38 below). 

w 34. Final nasalized vowels (anusvara; "Meter", 88 26, 63; see also 
above, w 32 under 16.4b, w 33 under 2.2a): 1.6b, anumatra lam. bhonti 
(!so printed; ignored in Index) tasya, read anumdtr' ala (m.c. for alam.) 
bhonti tasya (alam.-bhavati "is a match for", with gen.); 6.8c yam. prabhavo 
yadalak.san, am. ca, read ya (short) -prabhavdg ca ya (short) -lak.sa.nd~ ca 
(partly with C, p. 43 of Conze in IIJ, IV); 13.2a gramam., read grama; 
19.5b, read anupftrva for C ~ (O. ~ 25.3b, aku~alam api, read 
~ api; 32.5c buddhavam..~am., read with C and meter ~ 5d 
sa.mghavamm.~am., read ~ or ~ m.c. 

w 35. dukha and dukhita for du.hkha, du.hkhita (Gr., w 2.85). In this 
case the Rgs., as printed, never recognizes the shortening to dukh-; but 
other BHS texts do so, like Pali, and Rgs. meter requires dukha 1.25a; 
3.5b; 6.2d; and dukhita 12.5c; 14.9a; and 20.16d. 

w 36. Compounds of nir, nis (Gr., w 2.86). The regular and correct 
nidi.st.a (Skt. nird ~ has been noted above, w 10. I have noted only one 
case requiring emendation m.c. : 1.21b nirvdpayi, read nivdp ~ 

w 37. in Gr., w 2.7 and "Meter",  w 44, it was noted that compounds 
of root grah in BHS give reason to believe that not only in full-grade 
forms orthographic gr was assimilated to gg, but that this gg was analogi- 
cally carried over to the weak-grade forms (Skt. -g.rh-), since in verses 
meter regularly demands a long syllable in such forms as pari(g)g.rh-, 
exactly as in Pali (pariggahita, ppp.), tho the BHS writing usually sim- 
plifies gg to a single g. In Rgs. the printed text always has single g in such 
forms (-g.rh-), but repeatedly uses them in positions where meter requires 
a long syllable before (g)g. They occur in 14.4a, 10c; 15.5c, and 29.4c. 

w 38. As in the preceding paragraph, orthography has been completely 
sanskritized in the case of futures in -i.sa- for -i.sya-; but meter very often 
demands a short syllable before written -.sy-. See Gr., 88 31.26-29, 
especially w 28 end. The forms occur: 1.25b haris.ydmi ... kari.sydmi, but 
meter requires short both times before .sy; and so other futures in 3.6b, 
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6.6b, l l . l c ,  d, ll .2a, c, ll .4b, ll .5d, ll.6a, c, ll.7b, d, ll .8a, 12.2b, 
24.3d, 4a, b, 31.11b (read bhavi.sdti for bhavi.syati, w 33 above). Twenty 
cases in which the same morpheme, the future infix, violates the other- 
wise practically inviolable metrical scheme! Can this be considered an 
accident? 

w 39. Miscellaneous cases of necessary, but unrecognized, simplifica- 
tion m.c. of two consonants (cf. especially Gr., w 2.89): 1.4a yajfinu, read 
ya finu (orthography in Rgs. frequently shows such forms as ya with 
metrical correctness); 8.1b sarvaj~a, read savaj~a (Mlndic savva-); 11.4d 
sfttrdnta, read sutanta (8 33 above); 11.9b pratyarthika, read pacatthika 
(Pali pacca~ ll .10b durldbhu, read du-1 ~ (cf. dudhar.su, w 10 above; in 
25.2b, however, Index properly keeps du~flya); 17.4d catur-dhydna, read 
catu-dh ~ (cf. Gr., w 19.13); 17.5b, for anadhyo.sita (unmetr.) read anajh- 
ogita, m.c. for Pali (an)ajjhosita; 20.20, in b read (va)puna for puna.h 
(sa); and in d, vd puna with C for va punas (sa); 29.1a caturbM, read 
catubM (add to Gr., w 19.18); 31.14b gira~cheda, read ~ira-ch ~ (ch does 
not "make position" in BHS; printed text Sanskritizes the MIndic stem 
gira). 

EDITORIAL ERRORS 

w 40. Finally, I append a list of what seem to me editorial errors, whether 
made by Obermiller and left uncorrected, or made by Conze. Corrections 
of Obermiller already made by Conze, whether in his Index, or in his 
lists of variants, pp. 127-8 of the Reprint, and LLJ., IV, pp. 39-57, are 
of course not included here. Corrections already noted by me above will 
not, as a rule, be mentioned below. 

1.1a upasthapitvd, clearly printed in O. ; to upasthapeti (Dict., and Gr., 
p. 237a, s.v. sthd 9). Index to upasthayati (which is rare and doubtful, 
Gr., p. 236b, s.v. sthd 3). 

1.7a, Index ;~re.nika; the word is not a proper name here, but an 
epithet of certain non-Buddhist mendicants, Dict. s.v. (1) ~ren. ika. - 
abhuff; Index "has had",  as if a verb. It is a noun, with u m.c. for g; 
Skt. and Pali a-bhgti "calamity". The Tib. renders not by 'byuh ba 
(Index) but by dmigs med, "no support". 

1.8a vyupadk.sate, and c ~ u; no note, but Index (ignoring 
~ vyupaparik.samdn, u. My Dict. s.v. vyupaparfk.s ~ records the haplo- 
logical form vyupar?k.s ~ with three occurrences in verse and one in prose. 
The Index reading would be metrically impossible. The meaning is 
"investigates" (Index awkwardly). 
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1.10d spu~ati, Index sp.rdati; see above, 5 1. 
1.21b yatrd ruhitva, and Index cites ruhitva; combine and understand 

druhitva, as in 1.22a unambiguously. 
1.23b, omit 'pi before prati- (metr.). 
2.5a, ya bhd.syati (bhd.syam&ndm.); Conze p. 127 reads with Tib. and 

(doubtfully) ms. C yo dr.noti, which gives the true meaning but is metri- 
cally impossible. Read ya g.r.nvati (3 sg.), a good BHS form (Gr., 5 28.6). 

2.5c nirvd~ato (kept in Index) adhigato; read nirvdn.' (nom. sg.) ato 
("thence, therefore"). 

2.7b ndrhammi (C ndrhatva), surely a misprint or misreading for 
ndrhasmi (lot., Gr., w 8.64). I have not found the Pkt. loc. ending -ammi 
in BHS. 

2.11b, read with C sam.j~d for text ~ (unmetr.). 
2.1 ld pdramitehu, read with C ~ (instr. in sense of loc.; Gr., 55 9.105; 

7.30ff.). 
2.13d andgatu adhvanasmin, read probably andgati (or ~ loc., Gr., 

58.11). 
3.2c te Mprap~r~asi ya k.setrasahasrakot.yo. Index (as apparently Ober- 

miller) took prap(trn, asi as a verb ("would fill"), but this is quite impossible. 
No era. is necessary; only correction of false division. Read teM (instr., 
Gr., 5 21.37)prap~rn.a (n. pl. of ppp.) siya ( =  sydt, Gr., 5 29.41) k.se ~ 

3.3b, text seems to print kareya-r-ananta ~ (possible, Gr., 5 29.28; 
w 4.61), but since subscript u is often missing (above, 5 1), perhaps 
kareyur was intended. 

3.4b yata utpati dadabaldna vindyakdndm.; utpat~ is not a verb, "come 
forth" (Index), but m.c. for utpatti (cf. above, 5 39): "whence is the 
origination of . . . "  

3.6d, prasut6, m.c. (Gr., 5 3.46) for prasfttd, is kept in the Index, 
properly as regards this passage; but the other three passages there cited 
all read pras~ttd (with correct meter), which Index ignores. 

4.3b yasmi, read yasmin with C. 
4.3c sp.rhdnti, Index takes as a verb, "emit radiance!" See 5 29 above 

for the true analysis and meaning. 
4.5a pgtrvam, gamd bhavatu (C ~ better) ddnu dadantu praj~d; Index 

"control" for p~rvam, garnd; it means "foremost" (Dict.), and this is what 
Tib. means (short du "gro ba). It agrees with prajhd as subject of bhavati 
(or ~ as does also dadantu (Gr., 55 18.1; 9.13). 

4.6c ehdyand, a new word; not in Index. Did Conze mean to read 
eh~ya-ta? That would seem to me a good emendation: "shade-condition" 
(like vide.sa.tt~, same line, "differentiation"). 
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4.6d, also 21.5c, 29.6a, anyatra, means "on the contrary" (Dict.). 
Index "all equally, but". 

5.9c vinis.rta, kept in Index, is metrically impossible; and, strangely, 
the metrically correct reading would be vini.hs.rta, the standard $kt. form! 
C has instead pramuktita(.h) which would be acceptable. 

5.9d, separate ~ gan. e siya ( =  sydt). 
7.3b praj~a vibhdvamdna.h (separate); Index "one who develops to the 

end"; for the true meaning see w 21 above. 
7.5a, read bodhisattva varapdramiteha. 
7.7c, read vrajitvana (ger.) for ~ na. 
10.1d, read with C na ca dharmi, for yo eva. 
10.3b, read with Cpadyayeyd (cf. Gr., w 38.21 s.v. pad-). 
10.4b, read with C dru.nandya ("who gets to hear"), inf. based on pres. 

stem drun. ati; add to Gr., w 36.15. 
10.5a, read sdgarajala.m vraji (cf. C, p. 45) pagyandya (Gr., w 36.15). 

- 5d, read abhyds' (for ~ ito, "near from this place". 
12.5d, read na ca with C for na pi (api follows in same line). 
12.7b, read tdpet' irnd (dharat.d), and in c separate -nidrita dharmardjo. 
12.8a-c, read: rftpasy'adardanu adardanu vedandye 

sa.mjgdy'adardanu adardanu cetandye 
vij~dna-citta- (text cita) -manu (----- mano) -dardanu yatra 

ndsti. . . 
14.3a draddhasam, gato (unmetr.), read with C draddhaya (m.c. for ~ 

gato. 
14.5a, read ghat.ake apakvi, "on an unbaked pot", and in c paripakvi, 

"thoroughly baked". Text apak.si, paripak.si. Index translates as I do, 
but keeps the text without note. 

14.7b vilayam upaiti (unmetr.), kept in Index; read with C vilaya.m 
praydti (metr.). - Read vdn. ijebhi.h. 

15.1a, read with C ye ... bodhisattvd. 
15.1c, read tehi and (with C) -prayuktai.h. 
15.3c, separate bodhi skandha; for pardm.rdeyd Index "misconstrue"; 

it means "adhere wickedly to" (the skandhas, as bodhi); Dict. s.v. 
15.3d, dedayitavya.m, read with C ~ m.c. - ddikarmaka --- ~ 

add in Dict. 
15.6a, samuddgata is wrongly quoted in Index under samanvdgata, 

which in fact occurs (as stated in Index) in text at 31.9a, but is there 
metrically impossible, as it would be in 15.6a. The two words are 
virtually synonyms, "provided with" or "attained to" (Dict. s. vv.); 
note that Tib. on these two passages is virtually identical. This being so, 
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it seems clear that samuddgata should be read (instead of samanvdgata) 
in 31.9a in accord with meter, just as in 15.6a. 

15.8b sthito grahe, unmetr.; read with X (the xylograph, Obermiller, 
p. 3) sthita agrahe ( =  dgrahe, Gr., w167 3.32-36); or (sanskritized) dgrahe. 

16.3c prajd, misprint for praj~c~. (Interpret yujyatu (u)pdya-.) 
16.4b avalobhaya, Conze with C avaldbhuyu; neither reading fits Tib., 

which means "with little strength" (Index). Clearly the true reading is 
abalo (or abald, but nom. sg.) bhuya ( =  bhf~ydt, m.c.). 

16.4c, read tr~ya- (for trdyas-) trim. ga-. 
16.4d, osariyi, read ~ (opt., or possibly gerund); "would let itself 

(6tmdnam) down", Dict. s.v. ava3"irati (4). 
16.5c, text certainly intends pra.nidhin; Index prdn. idhi. 
16.6b pitamdtasamjgd, read as one word; "regarding (all people in 

the world) as father or mother". 
17.1b aran. 6ya (lihga), gen. of aran. a (Dict. s.v. aran.a 3), "freedom 

from depravity". Index, strangely, "of  those who are secluded in 
Peace"; 

17.1d, read tdn (or td.m, acc. pl.) vydkurft (m.c.); cf. Conze, p. 47 of LLJ. 
17.2c separate -varjita vidft. 
17.4b, read with C and X v.rs.abhi; see Dict., s.v.v.r.sabhin; not in Index. 
17.6a, read with C puru.sestriya-. Render: "and they do not report 

actions of desire (so Tib., 'dodpa'i las can; Index 'plausible lies'!) of men 
and women". 

17.6b, separate pravivikta prajga-. 
18.5d, read nastf for ndsti, m.c. ; cf. X ndstis (triloka). 
19.3b, read vd with C for va (m.c.). 
19.5a, read daka wtih C for udaka (m.c.). 
19.6d, read am. ave with C for dr.nave (kept in Index). 
19.8b, pagyatva, read paAyitva (not in Index; misprint?). 
19.8c, read prajdnam6n8 with C (or ~ 
20.1 a prajdm., read praj~dm. (misprint). 
20.4, read with C: sattvadh~tau (loc.) in b, bhftrn~ (pl.) in c, and sthitino 

(gen. of  sthiti, "permanent abiding") for sthituno in d. Other corrections 
in Conze, p. 48. 

20.5b, read with C tahi (one word, "there") and ima for iha. 
20.6c, text sattvdna j~dnapra.nidhdna~baldna sevam., which is perfect 

meter and seems to make sense. Conze, p. 128, would read with C 
adhi.st.hanam eva for baldna sevam.. This reading would be possible, if we 
elide initial a- and read (or pronounce) dhit.hdnam m.c. (w 39 above), 
for Mlndic (Pali) adhitt.hdna. 
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20.7b, read with C caraff imd.m for caratiti (i)mdm.. 
20.13: in b read g.rhya with C, and probably upasthiheyd ("would 

approach"), nearly with C (conjectural reading of Index is poor as to 
form and sense); and in d paripdti "would cause to fall down" for pariydti. 

20.14d, read with C na ca for nd, and forpadyati dharmacdr?, padyayaff 
(Gr., w 38.21) ca dharman, with Tib. and nearly with C (Conze, p. 40). 

20.15: in a, read vrajitvana (ger.), one word (also in 16a); in b, puna 
for (misprint) yuna; in d, sva- with C for sa. 

20.17d na ca, read saci with C. 
20.20a ~ read with C ~ 
21.2c for vdm. do (kept in Index, s.v. anusapta.m!), read va.mdo. 
21.5b: for janayanti, Conze, p. 40, recommends najanti; probably he 

intended na jananti, which is certainly the true reading. 
21.7a so ca, read with C so ce (metr.). 
21.8b, read with C niyatdgrabodhau. 
21.8c, read with C -artha- for -arthya-. 
22.2d, duvi-kdran, ena; duvi for dvi (above, w 29). According to Conze, 

p. 50, C has durvik ~ and he actually adopts that in the Index(! !), though 
he translates "for a double reason"! Here, the reading dur- is not only 
unmetrical but nonsensical. Tib. ggis "two". 

22.6b, for 'pipdtyate (unmetr.), read with C (Conze, p. 40) vi.supadyate 
(metr.). 

22.6c, (u)pagato; Index "swallowed", which I cannot understand, and 
which is certainly not supported by Tib. khas len pa, which ---- Skt. 
(abhy) upa-gam-. 

22.7a udgraho, Index "take notice", which makes no sense; Tib. 
'dzin pa, "seizure"; "as a seizure, so impurity is declared (to be)". Add 
in Dict. s.v. 

22.7c, read m.c. ya for yo (C. yah) kili~yati (for kli ~ cf. sa.mkiledo in a). 
22.7d, read with C bodhisattvo. 
22.12d, naditva (unmetr.), repeated in Index, glossed "when it had been 

lost"; read with C ndditva (metr.) "having lost it". 
23.2c, for abhibhonti probably read ~ (subject is certainly sing. ; 

but cf. Gr., w 25.30); note in 23.1c text avibhonti (!) but Conze with C 
abhibhoti. 

23.3d, for pat.u-dharo (unmetr.) read pa!t.a-dhdro (metr.), "wearer of 
the (royal) headband". See Dict. s.v. pat.u (often confused with pat.t.a). 

23.4c, ete hi, C etarhi, read etarahi (w 12 above, note 1). 
24.2b, prajgd, read with C prajha (metr.). 
24.2c, read khagapak.si.na (gen.) for ~ na. 
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24.3a, read with C vidu for gada, and bodhisattvd. 
24.3b, divide viruddhaka-(found in Pali) -rust.a; Index viruddha-karu.st.a 

(karu.st.a separately listed and defined "angry")!! 
24.4c, read k.sdnti-vikal6na (gen. pl.) for ~ na. 
24.5a, O. ayu ( =  ayam.) vydk.rtu (metr. correct); Conze, p. 128, for this 

with C a-vydk.rtu (metr. impossible). 
24.5b, read citta.m with C (metr.) for citta. 
24.5c, separate ~ khila ~ 
24.5d, O. sam. nahitatavya (kept in Index[), metr. false and grammatically 

absurd; C omits one ta, which is an obvious dittography. 
24.6c, Index "carry out" for dyati, apparently understanding a verb, 

which is impossible; it is an adverb, "in the future", m.c. for dyatim.; to 
be added s.v. in Dict. (Pali also has dyati.) 

25.1c, read ubhaye with C. 
25.2b, read with C dud@o for ~ (cf. w 39 above). 
25.2c, read with C drddhit' (for ~ n. sg.) e.sa (or with O. e.su, which 

could be n. sg., or also loc. pl., sc. buddhadharmes.u). - Read with C 
~ dharmdn. 

25.3c, read mostly as Conze with C, p. 128, but with s~ryam, yath~ 
for sftryam, yard (gagani gacchati); and in d with C 'ndhakdro. Render 
c-d: "as, when the ray-filled atmosphere moves toward the sun, darkness 
does not stand (remain) before it". 

25.5a, separate ~ niruddhiya ("stopping", ger. of ~ 
Gr., w 28.19), and read with C anye. 

25.5d, read with C sarve ti (-~ te) ptiramita ukta ta (sc. ata.h) sam. ~ 
25.6b, read with C sarve.su bhoti ... bodhisattvo. - 6c, with C sthihaff. - 

6d, with C dik.sati-m-etam. 
26.2c, anta after ~ dn unmetr.; read ata(.h) ; Tib. de phyir. 
26.2d, Conze with Cjagaf f  for yagati, perhaps rightly, but cf. Gr. w 2.34. 
26.4b, read with C prdpto. 
26.4d, read with C sad.r~o; note text correctly abhydvakdda, m.c. for 

abhyava ~ (which Index reads). 
26.5a, for bhonti read with C bhoti (with gen., "it occurs to"). 
26.5b, separate ca karoti (with C, for O. ~ Index records cakaroti 

as one word, "perform"!! 
26.5c, separate ~ nidardayanta~.t. 
26.6a with C ~ and bhoti; b, with C parimocayi.sye; c, with C 

~ and ~ prayogc~m. . 
26.8b, O. kdroti (misprint?), C kurvate, both metr. impossible; read 

karoti. 
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27.1b, divide k.rtaa~jal~put.a (so C)pra.namya namasyayanti. 
27.2b, read with C sattvds ti (---- te). - For parikalpa read parikalpya, 

gdve., "to be reckoned"; cf. 3.3d. 
27.2c, read with C romi. 
27.5b, divide laghu antarik.se. 
27.5c, read with C va anilam for va (Conze p. 41 ca) apula.m, and 

-dbhiprdyo. 
28.3d, read with C parihdyati. 
28.4c and 6b, divide sarve ti. 
28.4c, connect ~ (one word). 
28.4d, read with C na pi ca vardhati (metr.). 
28.7a, anuddhavdye is senseless; Tib. skye med proves the true text 

an-udbhavdye (Skt. udbhava). It is an abl. ; the ending -dye is transferred 
from the d-decl. (any oblique case) to the a-decl.; my Gr., w 8.45, happens 
to record it there only as dat. The parallel ak.sayata(.h) proves the case 
intended. Render a-b: "But the Bodhisattva who understands the 
Origination by Dependence (read ~ w 9 above) as non-origina- 
tion, and this Prajfii as non-extinction, He. . ."  See Gr., w 7.47, on this 
function of the abl. 

29.1a, read with C vihardti mahdnubhdvo. 
29.1c, C pundgraya for pand~ both are possible; cf. Dict. s.v. pana. -  

Divide -dhydna sdhgd. 
29.1d, read with C prdpun, itvd. 
29.2d, read with C na punddravak.say' irni (C ime) ~ik.sati. 
29.3c, read tatrd m.c., or tatrasthitdna as a cpd. (see "Meter", w 42). 
29.3d, read with C upapadya yathdbhiprdya.m (O. unmetr.). 
29.5a, read with C em eva re, for evam ete, unmetr. The form em (see 

Dict.) is common in Rgs., though not noted in Index. 
29.6d, for yatra ha, unmetr., read with C md syd ha "lest there be"; 

Gr., w 42.7. 
29.7d, read pravigitvana for ~ na (Tib. seems to have a negative, but 

by false division). 
29.9a, read samddhi for (misprint) samadhi. 
29.9c, O. asamdhito is correct and is kept in the Index; Conze p. 53 

with C samdhito, which is wrong in both meter and sense. 
29.9d, text ndviko bhinnabhdvo, which makes no sense, though no v. 1. 

is cited (Index ignores it). Read bhinna-ndvo "shipwrecked", which occurs 
in Pail, Jilt. iii.159.5, in comm., glossing bhinna-plavo of iii.158.26. Here 
proved by Tib. mhan pa ( =  naviko) gru (ship) ~ig b~in (destroyed). 

29.10c, for nandabodhisattvo (unmetr.) read with C na tu bodhicitte. 
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29.12c, read with C dkru.st.u cdpy abhihatdpy atha td.dita va. 
29.12d; the verb is certainly vadhi.syati, with C; before it, probably 

anu (adverb, as in 13c where Index rightly "thereupon"; no cpd. anu-vadh- 
is recorded). C is cited as puna anu-vadh ~ which Conze p. 54 accepts, but 
it is of course metrically impossible; puna was doubtless originally a gloss 
on the adverb anu which has got into the text. 

29.14a, with C sukhatam, for sugatam.. 
30.2b, the stem is samudanaya (Dict.), not samudana (Index). 
30.2d, read paramita for para r (misprint?). 
30.3d and 5c, read with C arabdhav~rya. 
30.6c, read with C atmasam.j~o. 
30.6d, read with C sarvajhataya bhavi d~ru nabho va bhftme.h; so Tib., 

which Index quotes as rendering the very different version of O.! 
30.8b, read with C sukhama.m (Dict.), for susukha.m (lect. fac.). 
30.9c, read with C ~ raha- for vidunarhata- (lect. fac.). 
30.10c, nigamayatf; Skt. ~ and Pall nisameti, "observes, attends to, 

minds"; Index "preach" (?), adding "cf. C", which, on p. 54, is quoted 
as nigyamayat~; this seems to me a senseless corruption. 

30.11c, read dvitiyo (m.c., Dict.), then with C ca agni sakala.m giri 
praks, ipeya. 

30.12b and 31.1d, with C ta.m for tam. 
31.1c, with C kriyd for (unmetr.) kriya. 
31.3a 6gamu, "authoritative doctrine"; Index "comes"! (poor rendering 

of woodenly literal Tib.). 
31.5a kugala.hpathebhi~, one word (Gr., w 8.12). 
31.5b, with C -raha.na (gen. pl.) sp.rh6. 
31.5d, parajiko, C ~ read ~ (abl.). 
31.6b, see above w 31, note 2; also delete ca (unmetr.) before atma 

in the C reading adopted by Conze. 
31.7c, Conze, p. 128, adopts pras.rto of C for pas.rto; even ifpra-was 

written, pa- was pronounced, and such MIndic spellings are not rare 
(above, w 8). 

31.11b, with C hi momuhdnam, for sa muhanam. . 
31.12c, with C dv?pa. 
31.15c, wtih C vidunam, raha- for vidunarhata-. 


